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Central Asia 2017

Areas mentioned in the text are highlighted in red.

Compared to 2016, there was relatively limited new routing activity in 
Central Asia. The reason for this is slightly unclear. Visas, flights and 

permits remain relatively straightforward and cheap for most countries in 
the region: Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Kazakhstan. In addition, straight-
forward access to many areas, particularly in Kyrgyzstan, and generally 
lower altitudes than the Himalaya, allow for quicker acclimatisation for  
anyone without time for long expeditions.

Kyrgyzstan saw most activity in 2017, with notable new ascents on Pik 
Aleksandr Blok (5239m) by Slovak and German teams; a new route by Den-
is Urubko and team on Pik Chapaev (6372m); and two exploratory British 
expeditions to the Djengi-Djer and Borkoldoy ranges. A team led by the 
Czech climber Michal Kleslo explored the Kichik-Alai range, and a large 
team from the International School of  Mountaineering explored the At-
Bashi range.
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There is unfortunately very little information on expeditions to Tajikistan 
and Kazakhstan in 2017. A Russian and Kyrgyz team made the first winter 
ascent of  Pik Korzhenevskaya (7105m) via the south face in Tajikistan, but 
there is limited detail on other first ascents.

Afghanistan remains the exception in terms of  access in Central Asia as 
there are increasing security concerns in the north of  the country. In particu-
lar, although some reports say the Wakhan corridor itself  is fairly safe once 
you are there, the approach through Ishkashim is not considered safe, and 
in May 2018 the FCO was advising against travel to the Wakhan corridor,  
a warning that may present difficulties in obtaining travel insurance.

Weather reports from the expeditions that took place are variable. Gener-
ally, the further east in Kyrgyzstan, the better the weather. The Slovak team 
on Pik Aleksandr Blok in the western Ak-Su region of  Kyrgyzstan reported  
one day of  good weather in three weeks during August, whereas both  
British expeditions towards the east reported generally stable conditions in 
August which grew significantly colder and snowier through September.

Kyrgyzstan
The ease of  access and well established local tour operators, who can  
arrange overland transportation and helicopter access, combined with a 
wide variety of  both rock and alpine objectives and first ascent potential 
has made Kyrgyzstan the top choice in the region for many mountaineers.

In addition, Vladimir Komissarov’s guidebook to Kyrgyzstan’s moun-
tains was updated in 2017 and contains comprehensive information on all 
areas of  Kyrgyzstan as well as suggestions on unexplored and unclimbed 
areas. There remains significant potential for further new routes and first 
ascents. Komissarov is president of  the Kyrgyz Alpine Club.

On pitch 15 (6c) of Alexandra Supernova, with wild rock formations above. 
(Benno Wagner)
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In August 2017 Denis Urubko and Maria Cardell visited Pik Chapaev 
(6372m), just west of  Khan Tengri in the far east of  Kyrgyzstan and suc-
ceeded in putting up a new route on the 2,000m south face, reaching the 
summit on 27 August. They named their route Saber (Russian 5A, IV/4, 
M4, 900m). On 1 September Denis made the first ascent of  Pik Irbis 
(5350m) with Vera Rogovaya and Vladimir Ryazantsev via a 22-pitch route 
on the north face fuelled merely by a cup of  coffee and some chocolate over 
an unexpected 29-hour push.

Pik Aleksandr Blok (5239m) is in south-west Kyrgyzstan in the Aksu  
valley (not to be confused with the other Aksu area in the east of  Kyrgyz-
stan). This area offers much potential for rock routes and has been com-
pared to Patagonia. Over three weeks in August 2017 a Slovak team of  

Pik Aleksandr Blok in the western Ak-su region of Kyrgyzstan, plagued with 
poor weather in the summer of 2017. (Paul Sass)

Djengi-Djer Peak (4519m), Kyrgyzstan. 
(Sally Hudson)

The line of ascent of the new Slovak 
route Summer Bouquet on Pik Alexandr 
Blok. (MANOfactory, Martin Grajciar)
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climbers consisting of  Martin Grajciar, Ondrej Húserka, Jozef  Krištoffy 
and Vladimír Linek climbed an impressive new line up the west face of  
Aleksandr Blok using some aid and summited on 24 August. They subse-
quently freed each pitch and called their route Summer Bouquet (UIAA 9+, 
70°, 22 pitches, 900 m), probably one of  the hardest free climbs in the area.

Also in August, Toni Lamprecht, Benno Wagner, Paul Sass from Germany 

Jozef Krištoffy on the hardest pitch (UIAA 9+) of Summer Bouquet.  
(MANOfactory, Martin Grajciar)
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and Henry Francis from the UK succeeded in putting up Alexandra Super
nova, an 800m route (18 pitches up to French 7b) on a summit (4800m) of  
the west ridge of  Pik Aleksandr Blok. They highlighted excellent Joshua 
Tree-type granite but suffered from similar changeable weather conditions 
as the Slovak team: warm conditions at the start of  the expedition led to 
significant rock fall, which was followed by much colder conditions a few 
days later.

Two British expeditions explored the Borkolodoy and Djengi-Djer  
regions. Both were extremely successful in terms of  number of  new peaks 
climbed. Full expedition reports are available from the MEF and BMC. The 
seven-member Borkoldoy expedition was supported by the Mount Everest  
Foundation and the BMC and climbed 14 new summits including one over 
5,000m during August 2017. They reported generally stable weather and 
good snow and ice conditions, and noted there is still potential for first  
ascents and new routes. However, rock quality was poor.

The Djengi-Djer was explored by a team of  six, also with support from 
the MEF, BMC and the John Muir Trust. They climbed 12 new peaks, a 
mixture of  rock and alpine routes up to 4,716m, during the first three weeks 
of  September. Weather conditions were generally good in the first half   
of  the month, but they experienced significant snowfall at the end of  their 
expedition, and low overnight temperatures at base camp (down to -15°C). 
They noted limited future potential on high peaks in the area, but did  
comment on the rock climbing potential on a kilometre-long band of  solid 
limestone offering four or five-pitch routes.

Michel Kleslo and David Brezovjak led a nine-member expedition to the 
little visited Kichil-Alai region in south-eastern Kyrgyzstan. They made the 
first ascent of  Korly-too (4913m) via the north ridge at a grade of  Russian 
3A. They also climbed the standard route up Gezart (4935m) and high-
lighted the potential of  the area for first ascents on virgin 4,000m peaks, 
also noting that the area is easily accessible from Osh, which is a bus ride or 
flight from Bishkek.

The largest expedition in 2017 was probably the 15-member team from 
the International School of  Mountaineering, which went to the At-Bashi 
range in the centre of  Kyrgyzstan near the Chinese border, accessing the 
area from the Kashkaratash valley. This trip was led by Adrian Nelhams 
and included Vladimir Komissarov, the author of  the guidebook to moun-
taineering in Kyrgyzstan. Not surprisingly, it was very successful and sum-
mited 10 virgin peaks up to 4,801m in the last week of  August. According 
to Vladimir Komissarov’s guidebook, this leaves approximately 50 more 
unclimbed mountains for future expeditions to the area.

Tajikistan
A four-man team of  Russian and Kyrgyz climbers led by Sergey Seliverstov 
made the first winter ascent of  Pik Korzhenevskaya (7105m) via a new route 
on the south face in January 2018. They experienced bitterly cold tempera-
tures down to -40°C with high winds and ice pitches up to 60°.


